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The Surge 2 takes one of the most engaging mechanics in the gaming space, and leverages it into a simple, satisfying exploration experience. After the end of
the first game, players wanted more, and The Surge 2 delivers. Each new environment is well designed, filled with interesting features, and dripping with

atmosphere and color. The simple concept lets players explore a diverse world, all whilst sitting on their arse in a comfort chair. Even though the world feels so
fresh, each new area serves as a satisfying backdrop for you to traverse and discover. Colonizing a huge, procedurally generated landscape in a single-player
game is an achievement, but the feeling of playing the game with a friend is a thousand times more rewarding. The Long Dark keeps players on their toes by
throwing every kind of wildlife and hazard at them. Players can battle sabre tooth tigers and blizzards as they embrace the chance to share experiences, or
simply survive. Its vast, mountainous environments offer one of the most impressive scenery setups for survival, and the dialogue-heavy story helps extend
immersion. Pathfinding games are a dime a dozen, but Gravity Falls is more than just a decent example of them. There are plenty of design decisions that

elevate the game to indie gaming nirvana. The charming art style and bizarre creatures add to the game experience, but so do the barely-hidden hidden art
and characters. You have to look carefully to find them, but theyre there, and Gravity Falls rewards diligence with a surprisingly deep story.
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Set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland ruled by giant monsters, Metro: Last
Light offers a tense, tension-filled experience with both story and survival
gameplay. Fighting to make it from one god-forsaken city to another, youll
encounter different types of animals and wisecracking survivors along the
way. Youll also have to compete against other survivors in various mini-
games to gain what you need, along with the oppurtunity to sabotage

others to gain the upper hand. Theres a lot to do here, and theres even a
story mode to follow if you like. Its a solid survival game with plenty of
content to keep you busy for a while. Embrace the web-series, because

Fullscreen Star Wars is incredibly entertaining. Explore your way to Xemnas
secret hideout as you discover secrets, fight other enemies, and work your

way to the planet of Endor. Players will take on the role of a digital copy of a
tribute of Vader that must use his force-powered light saber to fight the

invading imperial army. Full of western-style humor, the game is a
platformer where the planets enemies are the same size as the player, and

theres no rules to the game. Turn-based combat also makes for a nice
addition, as theres room for some strategy along the way. Fullscreen Star
Wars is funny, fun, and even a bit spiritual, at least in the Star Wars world.

The General is the perfect game to play on a rainy day. Theres a lot to do in
the game, ranging from the standard adventuring, crafting, and RPG-esque
gameplay, to a nice story, and exploration. The quest-based gameplay can
feel a bit repetitive at times, but the atmosphere and presentation pull you

right in. Theres a ton of things to do, and theres even a bit of fighting, which
is always a plus. 5ec8ef588b
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